
 

 

DECLARATION OF HONOUR 

I, the undersigned, I hereby acknowledge that I have read and understood Future Worlds Center's 
Policies and Procedures. While using the Future Worlds Center's physical, as well as virtual spaces, 
and while participate in Future Worlds Center's projects and activities, I shall act responsibly 
according to the guidelines elaborated in the Policies and Procedures, and I will behave in 
accordance with the philosophy and mission of the Organization. 

In addition, I hereby declare that I will fully apply the below principles for the ethical and 
professional operation. 

- Ethical responsibility: my ethical responsibility towards Future Worlds Center shall continue 
also after my professional association with Future Worlds Center finishes 

- Legality: while performing my duties, I shall observe the Constitution of the Republic of Cyprus, 
the legislation in force and the international treaties the Republic of Cyprus is committed to. 

- Impartiality: I shall be respectful, impartial, honest and courteous in my relations with the public, 
as well as in relations with my superiors, colleagues and subordinate staff. I shall not make 
natural or legal persons behave illegally. 

- Independence: My political affiliation shall not influence my conduct and decisions. 

- Professionalism: I shall perform my duties with responsibility, and shall demonstrate competence, 
efficiency, promptness, and correctness.  

- Loyalty: I shall abstain from any action or fact that can prejudice the image, prestige or legal interests 
of Future Worlds Center (Leg.reg.: Cyprus Neuroscience & Technology Institute). 

- Plagiarism: I shall avoid – according to the academic principles - any intentional or unintentional 
plagiarism, i.e. presentation of another person's idea or product as one's own. Plagiarism includes, but 
is not limited to the following: copying verbatim all or part of another's written work; using phrases, 
charts, figures, illustrations, or mathematical or scientific solutions without citing the source; 
paraphrasing ideas, conclusions, or research without citing the source; and using all or part of a 
literary plot, poem, film, musical score, or other artistic product without attributing the work to its 
creator. 

- Work outcome: Future Worlds Center has full right to capitalize and use the products of my 
work (including all ideas, inventions and other developments or improvements) and advertise 
these, also as work of mine on my page, through its various output channels 

Date: _______________________  

Name: ________________________ Signature: _______________________  


